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Introduction: 
 

 In ghost-town listings of the American West you will find no mention of Saltair, Utah. This has at 

least two reasons: (1) the legacy resort branding of “Saltair” evokes a unique and familiar mental image; and 

(2) the once active salt factory town of the same name has been wiped from the face of the earth.  

 Imagine, though, that you were able to consult a person born and raised in that historic community. 

This illustrated essay is the visual and textual report of just such a person, my father. Nephi Rudolph (“Cap”) 

Hacken, the son of immigrants—a Swiss father and an East Prussian mother—was born in a factory-rented 

salt factory home in 1912. Bearing a first name given to him by enthusiastic LDS converts, he eventually 

developed the nickname “Cap” to reflect his status as a “captain” of a series of sailboats on the lake.  

After settling into later life in the Army Corps of Engineers as a regulator of dams and levees in 

Northern California, “Cap” gathered drawings and reminiscences of his upbringing on the shores of the 

Great Salt Lake. These I compiled and edited after his death. 

 

  “I Remember the Early Years” is the name of the first section. Here, he describes life as a boy in the 

community of Saltair and details of the town and his own family house. He relates an early fright he had 

when trapped on a buggy pulled by a runaway horse. Then he outlines his schooling, first locally then in 

Garfield—another ghost town west of Saltair. He was fascinated by door-to-door visitors in the family’s 

rented home: the peddler, the iceman and the junk buyer. It was the latter, no doubt, who inspired in him the 

whimsical saying: “We buy junk. We sell antiques.” 



 “I Remember the Great Salt Lake,” the second section, involves a variety of encounters with, and 

anecdotes about, the lake itself. One environmental note is his youthful vision of the beach as it was before 

heavy use of its sand in smelting copper and before the excavation of settling ponds. An unforgettable 

highlight around 1925 was the acclaimed appearance of Rudolph Valentino at the Saltair Resort. As a 

twelve-year-old, my father peddled popcorn and peanuts at the gala event. A major part of this section 

details the steps in gathering and milling salt—which was, coincidentally, a septum-destroying process for 

long-term workers. “Cap” relates later tales of both sailing adventures and workboat commerce on the 

vastness of the lake, using island sightlines (of Antelope, Stansbury and others) for navigation and as a crude 

calendar. 

 

“I Remember Traveling by Rail,” the third and final section, centers first around the Salt Lake, 

Garfield and Western Railway (S.L.G.&W or “The Saltair Route”). In the age before interstate highways, it 

was this railroad company—still in operation to this day—that made possible my father’s oft-daily 

commutes for further education in Garfield, West High School and the University of Utah.  

 

The source of these pages is N.R. Hacken’s book, I Remember Utah. That full volume—with sketches 

and textual memories spanning the entire state—is available gratis online using a simple search with the 

keywords “Hacken I Remember Utah.” 

 

- Richard Hacken, August 2022 
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